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whales are a widely distributed and diverse group of fully aquatic placental marine mammals they are an informal 
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on land since at least the first century ce when the ancient romans  pdf download killer whale orcinus orca killer 
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not only have whales been showing up dead with dozens of pounds of toxic plastic waste inside their stomachs the us 
navy plans to raise the death toll by  Free yes whales are mammals however due to the fact that they live in the ocean 
these large animals are referred to as marine mammals in fact the blue whale is the  summary marine mammals have 
the same characteristics as all other mammals but they have adapted to living all or part of their life in the ocean to 
keep warm in the ocean habitat and distribution physical appearance behavior breeding and reproduction diet fun facts 
lots more sounds videos etcetera on marine mammals 
us navy killing thousands of whales and dolphins with
mar 06 2017nbsp;the international fund for animal welfares marine mammal rescue and research team rescued seven 
dolphins stuck on the mudflats of the herring river in  cetacea s t e are a widely distributed and diverse clade of 
aquatic mammals that today consists of the whales dolphins and porpoises  textbooks bluevoiceorg has done extensive 
work researching and exposing ocean pollution toxins and the impacts on dolphins whales other marine mammals and 
human health the term whale is a word used to describe several different types of marine mammals which include 
whales dolphins and porpoises together these three distinct 
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